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ABSTRACT: The research aimed to put forward a kind of
new network structure on the basis of extension theory,
namely extension neural networks (ENN), in order to
improve the accuracy of atmospheric pollution
assessment, and solve the contradictory interval division
problem, avoid falling into the defect of local optimum,
improve the speed of network training, and also shorten
the operation time. This study collected historical
monitoring data of 12 districts in Beijing as samples,
considered principal pollutants including SO2, NO2 and
inhalable particle PM10 as network input, and also set up
and tested network taking extension distance as measure
tool. The results showed that prediction results basically
met the requirements of accurate assessment compared
with the actual results, which confirmed the feasibility,
accuracy and effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition,
compared with structure and training speed, ENN network
had more obvious superiority than BP network.
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1. Introduction

Purpose of assessment and prediction of atmospheric
pollution is to master the dynamic changes of the
atmospheric pollution more accurately and conveniently,
provide real-time, comprehensive and accurate air quality
information, and finally strengthen the control strength of
environmental pollution and avoid serious pollution incident.
So far, prediction report of urban atmospheric pollution
evaluation mainly assesses, reflects and evaluates air
quality with air pollution index (API) method. According to
the acquisition of the daily average concentration of each
pollutant, API sub index Ij of pollutants is calculated, then
the maximum Ij is selected as API of each point or city,
and the level of air quality is determined on the basis of
the API value. The results of algorithm can concisely and
intuitively evaluate urban short-term air quality situation
and the trend of quality change in the phase [1-3]. Extension
theory discusses the possibility of things development
and the rule and method of innovation in the formal model,
which is used for solving the problem of contradiction. In
profound research of scholars, extension theory has
extended into a theory with mature theoretical framework
and specific extension method taking primitive theory,
extension set theory and extension logic as pillar. It is
applied in multiple theoretical research and practical
engineering, especially the artificial intelligence and
computer technology. Artificial neural network is a kind of
mathematical model that imitates behavior characteristics
of animal neural network and performs distributed
paralleling information processing. The network system
achieves the purpose of processing information by
adjusting mutual connection relationship between internal
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nodes. Extension neural network combines extension
theory with artificial network, also combines the merits in
artificial neural network, such as self-learning, associated
storage function and ability of high-speed optimal solution
search with powerful logic advantages of extension theory.
Thus it has stronger function and advantages, which
makes its wide use in several aspects of taxonomic
clustering, pattern recognition, fault diagnosis, exhaust
gas detection, and good results are achieved [4-6].

Research performs network modeling for collected
monitoring data of monitoring point in each district in Beijing
on different dates in the same year by applying ENN,
thereby gaining the mapping relationship between pollutant
concentration and API, and finally realizing the intelligent
assessment and prediction of the monitoring for each
point.

2. Algorithm Design of ENN Assessment

2.1 Basic Structure of ENN

ENN is formed by interconnecting a large number of
neurons. Matter-element or matter-element extension set
in extension theory acts as its basic unit. Unlike classical
and fuzzy mathematics, extension theory establishes
matter—model combining quality and quantity, so as to
overcome that mathematical model only studies the
limitation of quantitative relation. Extension neural network,
based on the foundation, establishes a single layer or
multi-layer network topological model, and conducts
corresponding adjustment for structure parameters with
feedback information, in order to better simulate the
thinking system of brain, realize the complementation of
characteristics and functions, and continuously improve
their own performance in the process [1, 4].

ENN can be divided into three kinds of structures according
to interconnection method of ENN neuron, namely, single
power connected ENN, dual power connected ENN and
single and dual power connected ENN. For a large number
of classification and clustering problems exist in reality
based on interval, dual power connected ENN structure
is used, as shown in figure 1. Dual power connected ENN
structure is composed of input layer and output layer with
simple structure and clear meaning of weight. Air pollution
assessment is the classification problem of standard
interval, and pollution levels will increase with the rise of
pollution concentration. Network input is n indexes X =
{x1, x2, …, xn} of pollution concentration. Network output
is Y, that is, pollution level. When x1, x2, …, xn increase,
pollution level also rises; when part of indexes increase,
but part of them decrease, then an accurate judgment
criteria cannot be given. Therefore, the nonlinear mapping
relation of network structure is needed to provide accurate
result. < wL, wU > expresses the characteristic domain of
an index. wL is lower limit value, namely, the minimum
value of each component of X. wU is upper limit value,
namely, the maximum value of each component.

2.2 Learning Rules of ENN
Extension distance is the most important measure tool
in ENN network, which determines the distance between
object under test and determined interval. Formula (1)
expresses as the distance between x and < wL, wU >.

Figure. 1. Topological structure of ENN of dual power
connected ENN

In formula (2), the points from wL to wU are mapped onto
interval [0,1], and when x tends to endpoint, the distance
closes to 1, when x tends to center Z, the distance is 0.
At the same time, interval length coefficient is added into
it. The longer it is, the more containment it has.

Dual power connected ENN structure can be divided into
two categories on the basis of whether there are external
teachers, namely, supervised learning and unsupervised
learning. This study applies supervised learning
mechanism. Matter-element model M =(O, C,V) is founded
in the early time of establishment of network in order to
make sure the original state of connected weight. Later,
the category of object under test can be judged by taking
minimum extension distance as measure. If they are in
the same category, the next sample is inputted; otherwise,
the category and known output category p are adjusted
as follows:

1) Adjustment of class-center

(1)

Formula (1) mainly determines the distance between a
point and a certain interval, it has no comparability. Hence,
it is improved as formula (2):

(2)

(3)
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η expresses learning speed or size of learning step.

In early network training, object under test deviates from
accurate distribution, thus value of learning step size is
large. And then it increases with the movement time. The
distance of error category and correct category is smaller
and smaller, and learning step is getting shorter as shown
in formula (7):

                                    (7)

run expresses maximum running time.

2.3 Algorithm Description
The algorithm has six steps as follows:

1) Training sample data and testing sample data are
collected, the number of eigenvector is determined and
the category is distinguished.

2) Matter-element model is set up, and initial connected
weight is confirmed. Among them, matter-element model
is:

EDik is the distance from sample i to category k;  k
~ is

determined to make sure ED~
ik  = Min{EDik}.

5) When  k ~= p, step 4 is used for determining the category
of next training sample; otherwise, the class-center and
weight of the k~th and pth category perform the
corresponding adjustment, and then we go back to step
4 until all samples go through training.

6) If total error value in a learning process is less than set
error Er, the training finishes; otherwise, we go to step 4
and carry out next training.

3. Examples Simulation

3.1 Data Processing
SO2, NO2 and inhalable particles PM10 are the three main
projects in current urban pollution monitoring in our country.
The samples of this research are 158 historical data of 12
districts in total in Chaoyang district, Haidian district in
Beijing, and part of the training data are shown in table 1.
Unknown air quality level is obtained by well established
network, and air quality is evaluated. Finally, the evaluation
is divided into 6 levels in total, excellent, good, mild
contamination, middle level pollution, medium-heavy
pollution and severe pollution. To exclude the interference
of singular sample data, we should perform normalization
processing for training data and testing data before training,
the formula is:

2) Adjustment of weight

ci (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is the ith characteristic value of a category;
< wL, wU > is the classical domain of the ith characteristic
value, which is expressed by maximum and minimum
value of sample data.

3) Initial central point of each characteristic value in every
category and the error range Er are set up:

 (8)

M is total number of sample; Nr is the number of mis-
classification in a learning process.

Er =
Nr
M

 (9)

4) Training sample i and the corresponding category p
are inputted, and the extension distances of the ith sample
and every class-center are calculated:

 (10)

Sample data is normalized in the range of [0,1] by
maximum and minimum value method.

Note: level 1 expresses excellent; level2 expresses good;
level3 expresses mild contamination.

3.2 Network Training
Due to the logic of matter-element, the relationship and
changes between each index of things can be described
clearly, mainly including three contents, namely the object,
characteristics and value. Om = 1, 2, ..., 6) that expresses 6
different pollution levels is established as object, Cn = (n
=1, 2, 3) that expresses key impacting indicators (SO2,
NO2 and PM10) is characteristic value, and Vn that
expresses interval range under different impact

 (11)
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Number SO2 NO2 PM10 Pollution
level

1 0.003 0.003 0.102 Level1

2 0.048 0.015 0.106 Level1

3 0.02 0.008 0.112 Level1

4 0.002 0.001 0.101 Level1

5 0.05 0.047 0.15 Level1

6 0.064 0.063 0.146 Level1

7 0.054 0.048 0.186 Level2

8 0.091 0.07 0.199 Level2

9 0.035 0.015 0.17 Level2

10 0.086 0.072 0.274 Level2

11 0.196 0.072 0.211 Level2

12 0.088 0.058 0.215 Level2

13 0.187 0.082 0.301 Level3

14 0.21 0.066 0.263 Level3

15 0.205 0.68 0.284 Level3

16 0.225 0.091 0.342 Level3

M M M M M

Table 1. Training sample data

factor in different category in samples is matter-element
of value Mm = (Om, Cn, Vn). Matter-element model of air
pollution assessment is shown in table 2:

Assessment level                 Matter-element model

Level 1:
excellent

Level 2:
good

Level 3:
mild contamination

Level 4:
middle level
pollution

Level 5:
medium-heavy
pollution

Level 6:
severe
pollution

Sample is inputted for training according to steps of
algorithm performing in testing software established by
matlab, and the parameter is set up. Maximum training
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time is 500, training accuracy is 0.02, and training speed
is 0.03 (training speed is minimum training speed ηmin,
maximum training speed is 0.09 ). ENN is set up with
built-in function by adjusting position of class-center and
weight. All parameters are adjusted to the optimum by
continual adjustment.

The final results show that error rate in the early training
has a rapid downward trend, the accuracy reaches 0.1 in
step 8 and the training accuracy reaches 0.02 by constant
fine adjustment. We collect 248 measured numbers in
Beijing from October, 2012 to December, 2012 as sample
for testing. Prediction results indicate that the atmospheric
quality assessment in Beijing, including Changping
district, Yanqing country, Huairou district and Miyun
country, reaches the national secondary standard.
Compared with actual results, the accuracy is up to 98%,
which basically has reached the requirement of accurate
assessment. When the sample data of training is large
enough, prediction results will be absolutely accurate.

Algorithm Network structure Number of connection weight Steps of training Test accuracy

BP network 3-12-6 (3 layers)                   108 490 82%

ENN network 3-6 (2 layers)                     36 148 98%

3.3 Comparative Analysis

Back-propagation neural network (BP) algorithm is the
current commonly used intelligent algorithm of urban
atmospheric pollution prediction, which is clearly featured
by induction, classification, fault tolerance, self-
adaptability, learning ability and associative ability.
However, the defects and shortcomings of BP neural
network algorithm are also outstanding, mainly including
easy to fall into local minimum, longer training time and
sensitive to parameter selection, etc [7-9]. This paper points
out that ENN has its own superiority compared with BP
network, the outstanding performances are presented in
simple network structure, few parameters under test and
high fault tolerance. The most obvious advantages of ENN
and dual power connected network applied in this paper
are effective for the problem of characteristic value in a
limited range. Furthermore, the structure of ENN is simple,
weight meaning is clear, and network design is easy and
feasible compared with BP network. The comparison of
results of two networks is in table 3.

Table 3. The comparison of BP network and ENN network
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[4]  Yu, Zhou.,   Xu, Qian., Juncai, Zhang.,   Min, Kong.
(2010). Survey and Research of Extension Neural
Network. Application Research of Computers,  27 (1) 1-
5.

[5]  Xiuzhi, Li.,   Zhiqing, Meng.(2014) Study of Extenics
Neural Networks Model and Stock Index Futures Analysis.
Computer Science,  41 (11A) 440-446.

[6] Juncai, Zhang.,  Xu, Qian., Yu, Zhou. (2011). Application
of Extension Neural Network in Transformer Fault
Diagnosis. Computer Engineering and Applications,  47
(7) 8-11.

[7] Heming, Bai.,  Runping, Shen (2013). Shi Huading,
Dong Yuchun. Forecasting Model of Air Pollution Index
Based on BP Neural Network. Environmental Science and
Technology, 36 (3) 186-189.

4. Conclusion

ENN, a new class neural network, can effectively combine
the advantages of extension theory and artificial neural
network, and forms more intelligent and effective
processing means, which make it widely, apply in pattern
recognition, fault diagnosis, taxonomic clustering and other
fields [4, 10]. In this paper, the matter-element concept of
extension theory is used for describing the construction
process of evaluation index of atmospheric pollution by
considering extension distance as the evaluation function
of the object under test and taking Beijing as an example
for verifying the feasibility, accuracy and efficiency of ENN
in the assessment of air pollution. At last, it is confirmed
that the structure of network has its unique superiority
compared with the structure of BP network, which provides
the technical support for the application of ENN in the
fields of various disciplines and engineering technology,
and also offers new way of thinking and method in dealing
with interval classification, clustering and identification
problems.
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